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both shortpixel and tinypng wordpress plugins offer bulk optimization, thumbnail optimization, and cmyk to rgb conversion,
which means you can compress and optimize your clients old blog photos in minutes. they are both compatible with most
galleries used in wp today. at the next level is the new shortpixel v2, which is a full replacement for the existing shortpixel
plugin and provides a completely new ui and integration with wp, magento, and other products. it also adds a ton of new

features including: a built-in wp-compatible image optimizer improved image processing a new ajax image sizing plugin better
compatibility with all product apis improved speed better support for ecommerce a new developer api much more finally, the

last plugin available is our new developer api, which allows developers to add a significant amount of new functionality to
their own plugins, themes, and sites. the api is based on shortpixel’s json api, which shortpixel created for internal use. all of

the above apis are provided for free and are already implemented in the shortpixel-sdk.js file included in your shortpixel
plugin, theme, or site. the api also works with the built-in wp-compatible image optimizer to provide even further

enhancements. you can request a free trial here: shortpixel developer api. the windows plugin comes with support for
photoshop cs5, cs6, cc, cc 2014, cc 2015, cc 2017, cc 2018, cc 2019, cc 2020, cc 2021 and cc 2022. the mac plugin is

compatible with os x 10.9 ( mavericks ), os x 10.10 ( yosemite ), os x 10.11 ( el capitan ), macos 10.12 ( sierra ), macos 10.13
( high sierra ), macos 10.14 ( mojave ), macos 10.15 ( catalina ), macos 11 ( big sur ) and macos 12 ( monterey ). if you are

not sure which adaptation of macos you are running, you can easily find out. click on the apple picture at the top leave of your
screen and choose about this mac. a dialogue will appear with the macos version count in the in-between. if you are using

photoshop cs5, make sure you run cs5 in 64 bit which is the default option.please note that the photoshop plugin is not
supported on macos using the m1 processor. the linux plugin is compatible with any version of ubuntu, debian, fedora, mint,

elementary, opensuse and nixos. it comes with support for photoshop cs5, cs6, cc, cc 2014, cc 2015, cc 2017, cc 2018, cc
2019, cc 2020, cc 2021 and cc 2022. if you are not positive which version of linux you are using you can easily figure that out.

click on the ubuntu picture at the top leave of your screen and choose about this computer. a dialogue will appear with the
linux version count in the in-between. the linux plugin is designed for photoshop cs5, cs6, cc, cc 2014, cc 2015, cc 2017, cc
2018, cc 2019, cc 2020, cc 2021 and cc 2022. if you are not certain which adaptation of macos you are using you can easily

find out. the mac plugin comes with support for photoshop cs5, cs6, cc, cc 2014, cc 2015, cc 2017, cc 2018, cc 2019, cc 2020,
cc 2021 and cc 2022. the windows plugin is compatible with 32 and 64 bit versions of photoshop. it supports windows 7,

windows 8, windows 8.1 and windows 10. if you are uncertain which version of windows you are running you can easily find
that out. click on the windows picture and choose properties. the dialogue that appears will tell the version of windows you

have installed.
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